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Introduction 
 

Managing an Exchange Server is not that easy. Even if it’s manageable, beyond the conventional 

tasks like backup restoration, data recovery and mailbox migration is not easy at all. 

At Lepide, we understand your needs and thus, have come up with comprehensive solutions to 

address all your Exchange Server issues. 

Lepide provides an extensive range of Exchange related tools: 

 Lepide Exchange Recovery Manager 

 LepideMigrator for Exchange 

 LepideAuditor Suite (A change auditing package for Exchange, Active Directory, SQL & 

more) 

 Lepide Exchange Reporter 

This document will provide you a comparison and recommended scenario narration between 

two of our migration assistant tools, Lepide Exchange Recovery Manager (LERM) and 

LepideMigrator for Exchange (LME). 

 

LepideMigrator for Exchange (LME)  

LME is a specific solution developed especially to facilitate Exchange Migration. It helps to 

handle complex migration issues and eliminate all the native hurdles faced while migrating 

from one Exchange Version to another. Migrate everything including mailboxes, permissions, 

Outlook profiles, GAL between two Exchange Servers and migrate from any Exchange Server to 

Exchange 2013 & Office 365. With it, you can share the migration load on servers, co-exist 

between both servers and migrate at desired hours without causing any impact on the users. 

 

Lepide Exchange Recovery Manager (LERM)  

LERM is a comprehensive Exchange Recovery and Backup Restoration solution with the facility 

to search, export and recover entire mailboxes or selective items from corrupt information 

stores, live exchange servers, exchange backups and OST files. You can also perform Exchange 

Migration from offline EDB, Live Exchange public folder or a Live Exchange Server to another 

Live Exchange Server, public folder or Office 365 mailboxes. 
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Both the tools help out to perform Exchange migration but they come with their own set of 

features which allows choosing them accordingly. Check the below table to get a clear idea 

about the tools: 

 

Features Lepide Exchange 

Recovery Manager 

LepideMigrator for 

Exchange 

Offline EDB, OST, PST to Live 

Exchange and Office 365   

 

Live Exchange to Live 

Exchange and Office 365 
 

Only single mailbox 

migration 

 
Multiple Mailbox Migration 

Migrate from backup file or 

corrupt Exchange   

GAL synchronization 

  

Outlook Rule Migration 

  

Outlook Profile Update 

  

Mailbox and Public Folder 

properties and permissions 

Migration 

 

 

 

 

Data Synchronization 

  

Rollback option 

  

Delegation 

  

Notifications 

  

Scheduled Migration 

  

Blackout Settings 
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Features Lepide Exchange 

Recovery Manager 

LepideMigrator for 

Exchange 

Load Sharing for Migration 

  

Coexistence between both 

Servers   

Forensic  Search 

  

 

Recommended Scenarios for LepideMigrator for Exchange (LME): 
 

Below mentioned are the scenarios where LME is a better solution to perform the desired tasks: 

[1] LME is specially designed for situations where numerous mailboxes (for example: more 

than 50 mailboxes) are to be migrated from Live Exchange to Live Exchange. 

[2] LERM doesn’t migrate permissions and other data. So, choose LME when mailbox and 

public folder permissions, Global Address Lists and Outlook Rules are also to be 

migrated along with mailbox data. 

[3] LME features an innovative Agent-based Load Sharing Technology which allows using 

network computers as agents to share the load of migration jobs. This in term helps to 

quickly migrate humongous data in respect to LERM. 

[4] Blackout Settings help to schedule migration as per working and non-working hours. 

So, choose LME to execute migration jobs at odd hours when network computers are 

idle and save resources. 

[5] LERM doesn’t automatically create public folders in the target Exchange Server. So, 

LME must the premiere choice during such requirements. 

 [6] Choose LME over LERM when the user’s Outlook Profile is to be configured in the 

target Exchange Server automatically. 
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[7] LME supports Coexistence which helps to automatically update data in the old and new 

Exchange Server during migration. So, choose LME if coexistence is required for some 

period. 

[8] LME is designed especially to support Exchange migration of any volume. So, when an 

entire organization with huge resources has to be migrated to the latest server 

configuration, prefer LME. 

  

Recommended Scenarios for Lepide Exchange Recovery Manager 

(LERM): 
 

Where LME helps in complete Exchange Migration, LERM can also prove to be a better solution 

for certain tasks. Below mentioned are the scenarios where LERM is the preferred choice to 

perform the desired tasks: 

[1] LME helps to migrate from Live Exchange to Live Exchange and Office 365 but LERM 

supports migration from offline EDB files as well to Live Exchange, Office 365 or to 

PST. 

[2] If you are looking to recover mailbox data from corrupt exchange databases, then 

choose LERM. It can help to extract single or multiple mailboxes from corrupt EDB files 

to Live Exchange, PST, EML, MSG, HTML, RTF, Text file or Office 365. 

[3] If you need to extract backup data, then LERM must be the software of your choice. It 

helps to extract data from online and offline Exchange backups. It supports backup 

generated with NTBackup, Symantec, VERITAS, HP Backup (both incremental and 

differential backup) and CA ARCserve backup. 

[4] LERM includes very detailed search features. It can help to search any minute detail 

across various platforms such as such as offline EDB, PST, OST and Live Exchange 

server and restore searched items to Live Exchange Mailboxes, PST, MSG, EML, HTML, 

RTF, or Text file. Thus, it helps in Forensic Data Search. 

[5] Choose LERM over LME if the situation demands for OST restoration. It helps to 

restore OST data and export it into PST, EML, MSG, & Live Exchange. 
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[6] If you are looking only for certain attachments and not complete mailbox data, then 

LERM must be your choice. LERM helps to extract attachments from all messages across 

any source such as an offline EDB file, OST file, PST file, and Exchange Mailbox. 

[7] LERM allows adding Office 365 in both Source and Destination. You can migrate 

Office 365 data with its entire content to any Exchange Server or other Office 365 

mailbox. 

[8] Lastly, if your migration needs are limited such as only 20-30 mailboxes are to be 

migrated and only mailbox data is what you are looking for, go with LERM to easily 

achieve this. 

 

Conclusion 
 

LME is migration specific tool while LERM is a migration assistant tool.  Where both help to 

perform Exchange migration, they have their own upper hand at specific situations. So, the final 

verdict is: 

 If a full-fledged migration is the need of the hour, go with LepideMigrator for Exchange 

and experience the difference. 

 If backup recovery, corrupt database recovery or migration of limited mailboxes is what 

you looking for, Lepide Exchange Recovery Manager is the perfect solution. 

Note: Both support migration from any Exchange Version to another and to Office 365. 

 

 

**** 


